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Top news from the EGI Community

EGI-ACE: Empowering European Open

Science

EGI-ACE, a �agship project coordinated by the EGI Foundation, reached a successful

conclusion in June 2023. We are eager to share that we have just concluded a

successful project review, further validating the excellence and impact of EGI-ACE.

This achievement is a testimonial to the dedication and hard work of everyone

involved.

Read about the key accomplishments
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Data Spaces 101

Have you heard about Data

Spaces but would like to clarify

what they are, why they are

needed, and how EGI �ts in the

landscape? Then, our brand new

Data Spaces 101 overview is

precisely what you are looking for.

Check it out and let us know your

feedback.

A new certi�cation for EGI

The EGI Foundation just received

the ISO/IEC 27001

certi�cation, establishing a system

to manage risks related to the

security of data owned or handled

and fully complying with the best

practices and principles detailed in

the standard.

Celebrating C-SCALE’s

Contribution to Copernicus Data

Processing and Analysis in EOSC

EGI proudly joins C-SCALE in celebrating

the project’s journey, accomplishments,

and impacts. Read about EGI's pivotal

role in C-SCALE, ensuring its success and

sustainability.

Latest developments on

groundbreaking AI-related

projects

Learn about PRE-PAI and AI4Europe

updates, where EGI focuses on strategic

engagement with the European AI

Ecosystem and open distributed software

design to evolve into a distributed

ecosystem.
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EUCAIM launches its platform

The EUCAIM consortium and the

European Commission announce today

the �rst public release of its platform,

Cancer Image Europe, marking a major

milestone in the project’s development

and an exciting step towards achieving its

vision and goals.

Key Recommendations for

the Future of EOSC

EGI-ACE has released �ve strategic

recommendations designed to

ensure that its results and

learnings endure for a more

e�ective and functional EOSC.

A new success story from

EGI

Learn how SeaDataNet, Europe's

top network and infrastructure for

managing ocean and marine data,

collaborates with EGI to create

services for its community.

Supporting Science

Opportunities
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EGI Open Call

EGI launches a new call for use cases! Access to infrastructure and platform services,

dedicated user support and training. The cut-o� date is every two months; the next

deadline is 15 October 2023.

Apply today!
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RDA call for TAB nominations

Apply until 13 November to the Technical

Advisory Board of the Research Data

Alliance, an essential governance board

providing the organization with

invaluable technical oversight, vision,

guidance, and advice.

Looking back at ISOSC2023

Read the takeaways from the

International Symposium on Open

Science Clouds, a platform for discussion

about the latest developments in open

science on a global scale.

EOSC Symposium wrap-up

The EOSC Symposium is over. In this

news, we recap what happened and how

EGI contributed to the event's

programme.

EuropeanaTech

10-12/10/2023 in Den Haag

Secure your seat at the upcoming

EuropeanaTech! Visit our booth:

DIRAC & RUCIO workshop

16-20/10/2023 in Tokyo

An intense four-day training on DIRAC

and RUCIO devoted to information

Events reports
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discover our innovative services and

solutions and how we support cultural

heritage projects.

exchange between the DIRAC and the

Rucio developers, service administrators

and users.

SciDataCon 2023 and IDW

23-26/10/2023 in Salzburg

International Data Week brings together

a global community of people interested

in data. This event will be an inclusive

and celebratory Festival of

Data. Discover the programme!

AIoD Community Forum

13-14/11/2023 in Bologna

The AIoD Community Forum brings

together European-funded projects that

integrate the AIoD community and will

foster the growth and evolution of AIoD

technologies.

EGI Foundation

Science Park 140, Amsterdam

Netherlands
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